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“This dude’s voice is silk. Do yourself a favor 
and go see Ebinezer.” - John Holmberg, 
Holmberg’s Morning Sickness, 98KUPD 

 

 

 

Ebinezer sheds light on moral 
corruption in upcoming soulful rock 
music video, “Money Right”. 

  

Straight from the Sonoran Desert of Phoenix, these five free thinkers 

Joshua Michael (Vocals and Lead Guitar), James Brown (Guitar), Joey 

Brown (Bass), Josh Brown (Drums), and Self Knowledge (DJ) use 

blues/rock as a platform to incorporate their multi-generic and 

inspirational creations. Conquering much of the desert landscape in an 

unbelievably small amount of time, Ebinezer continues to impress and 

spin heads. 

Current EP on sale: In the winter of 2017, Ebinezer released the five-

song EP “Working as Antennas”, which has since become a fan-

favorite. This EP leaves no doubt that they have raw talent, pairing 

smooth and savory vocals with rocking riffs. 

    

 MONEY RIGHT SYNOPSIS 
 

This eerie music video is a must-see. This captivating story centers 

around a man who is stuck in a business that leaves him deeply 

conflicted. As he holds a gun to his temple, he is cracking under the 

pressure. Featuring powerful vocals, this song will leave you deeply 

haunted with lyrics such as, “Pray to whomever you need to pray to, 

it’s all downhill from here anyway”. This story vividly captures the cost 

of corruption and is a reflection on the system that we live in. It is truly 

a masterpiece with stunning visuals. 
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